"Out of the Box Training Day"

7:45 a.m. – 8:15 a.m.
1. Conference Registration
2. Meet and Greet Social with Coffee, Doughnuts, and Biscuits.

8:15 a.m. – 8:45 a.m.
1. Welcome and Conference Opening
2. Class info and locations

8:45 a.m. – 10:15 a.m.
1. Leadership and Supervision: Chief Pat Wilson will present presentations on Leadership Techniques.

8:45 a.m. – 10:15 a.m.
1. Down Power Lines: Georgia Power will present a class on Sub Station fires and how to respond to power line related calls.
2. GFA Confined Space: Georgia Fire Academy Confined Space Training Prop and Instructor will present a HANDS ON class utilizing confined space techniques.
3. Drones in the Fire Service: Asst. Chief Ben Allen will instruct a class on the uses of Drones in the Fire Service.
4. **LION Fire Props:** The LION Live Fire Prop sponsored by NAFECO will have a car fire and a one room in content simulated fire. Instructor will teach proper fire attack methods for both fires. This is a **HANDS ON** class.

5. **Fire Fighter Packaging:** This will be a **HANDS ON** class teaching the safe packaging and removal of a down Fire Fighter from a hazardous atmosphere.

6. **Rescue and Recovery:** This class will be instructed by Jarrett Jenkins a Rescue Tool Specialist at GFARS. He will teach proper cutting and spreading techniques with various types of Rescue Equipment. This is a **HANDS ON** class.

**10:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.**

1. **Down Power Lines:** Georgia Power will present a class on Sub Station fires and how to respond to power line related calls.

2. **GFA Confined Space:** Georgia Fire Academy Confined Space Training Prop and Instructor will present a **HANDS ON** class utilizing confined space techniques.

3. **Drones in the Fire Service:** Asst. Chief Ben Allen will instruct a class on the uses of Drones in the Fire Service.

4. **LION Fire Props:** The LION Live Fire Prop sponsored by NAFECO will have a car fire and a one room in content simulated fire. Instructor will teach proper fire attack methods for both fires. This is a **HANDS ON** class.

5. **Fire Fighter Packaging:** This will be a **HANDS ON** class teaching the safe packaging and removal of a down Fire Fighter from a hazardous atmosphere.

6. **Rescue and Recovery:** This class will be instructed by Jarrett Jenkins a Rescue Tool Specialist at GFARS. He will teach proper cutting and spreading techniques with various types of Rescue Equipment. This is a **HANDS ON** class.

**12:00 p.m. – 2:30 p.m.**

1. **Lunch and Keynote Speaker:** Lunch will be provided on site. Chief Pat Wilson will be the keynote for the event.
2. **Vendor Time:** After the meal take an opportunity to visit with the vendors and make new contacts with other fire service members in our area.

2:45 p.m. – 4:15 p.m.

1. **Down Power Lines:** Georgia Power will present a class on Sub Station fires and how to respond to power line related calls.
2. **GFA Confined Space:** Georgia Fire Academy Confined Space Training Prop and Instructor will present a **HANDS ON** class utilizing confined space techniques.
3. **Drones in the Fire Service:** Asst. Chief Ben Allen will instruct a class on the uses of Drones in the Fire Service.
4. **LION Fire Props:** The LION Live Fire Prop sponsored by NAFECO will have a car fire and a one room in content simulated fire. Instructor will teach proper fire attack methods for both fires. This is a **HANDS ON** class.
5. **Fire Fighter Packaging:** This will be a **HANDS ON** class teaching the safe packaging and removal of a down Fire Fighter from a hazardous atmosphere.
6. **Rescue and Recovery:** This class will be instructed by Jarrett Jenkins a Rescue Tool Specialist at GFARS. He will teach proper cutting and spreading techniques with various types of Rescue Equipment. This is a **HANDS ON** class.

4:30 p.m. – 5:30 p.m.

**Know your Resources:** Presentation on who to call and when to call. What is available in Region 8? Speakers from different regional teams will use this time to convey each team’s response and responsibilities. This session is for all attendees.

5:30 p.m. – 6:30 p.m.

**Supper:** Supper will be served on site.

6:30 p.m. – 7:30 p.m.

Business meeting and close of conference.
The Onion Inn is our host hotel. They have given us a discounted rate for anyone staying overnight. The Onion Inn is located in the adjacent parking lot to the Vidalia Community Center. Which is where all training and meals will be held.

All Training Registration for classes will be done on sight.

The Onion Inn                          Chief Brian Sikes
2507 East First Street                912-585-7713
Vidalia, Ga 30474                      briansikes25@vidaliaga.gov
912-403-3314
info@theonioninn.com
www.theonioninn.com

Standard Double -$84.55 + Tax
Standard King-$80.75+ Tax

Vidalia Community Center
107 Old Airport Rd.
Vidalia, Ga 30474

City of Vidalia Fire Department
302 West Pine St.
Vidalia, Ga 30474
912-537-4388